
What Tbel Mean and How Tbel Det,eloped

JUST AS JEWS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE WORLD HAD THEIR OWN LANGUAGES,

which were distinguished from t}re speech of t-he non-Jews but incomprehensi-

ble to each other, they also had names that the local non-Jews thought of as Jew

ish, even though Jews elsewhere might not have recognized them. Many of the

same patterns of name formation can be found in widely separated and unrelated

cultures, though there are a few that are distinctively Jewish. To further compli-

cate matters, sometimes a name that was seen as typically Jewish in one area

might be considered a non-Jewish name elsewhere.

Originalty, in almost every society, a name had a specific meaning known to

those giving the name. Sq in the Bible there are many passages of the type "And
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his hand was grasping the heel ['akev] of his brothe4, so they calred his nameJacob [Ya'akovl."This pattern is familiar to us from Native American names thatwe customariry translate into English, such as Sitting Bull and crazy Horse, but itwas originally virtually universal. This contrasts with the way names are derivedin many westem societies today, where they are frequentiy borrowed from for_eign languages. In our society the name is yust a series of soun&, and it is unusualfor George or John, Mary or Alice to know the originar meaning of their names.
else and where gov_

et by with only a sin_

olten have to add a
other people

family names, but could instead be 
or hereditary

generation. Throughout much of th istory of the r"wish p.ople,gn:THJ;names simply did not exist.
In the Bibre' individuars are generally identified by a single name that has aclear meaning in the Hebrew1"r,g,r"g", v;trrr"i i"rr" win laugh,,), Racher [,,ewe,,],David ["beloved,,J, yonatan (,.God has given,J, Naomi (,.pleasantness,J, and soon. If more identification is needed, tt i, i. ,rr,r"tty provided by giving a father,sname: Moses

ben Nun], or son ofNun fYehoshua

a whole gene sionally tlre Bible gives

benyair ben Shime'i ben Kish. Sometimes the tribal "",,"T"llii'" ffi51l'is added. But nowhere is there a family name.
The lack of family names continued throughout tre tarmudic period and wellinto the Middle Ages. Great leaderg , 

"
scribed by their occupationq fathers,
name. Such leading lights of the earlv r
Shim'on ben yochai, and yoch".r* H"i",
family names' Rashi, tre great medieval commentator in northern France [d.I 105J, was really named Rabbi Shl he son of yitzhak, and Rashi was just theabbreviation of those names. The nonides,,in Moses Maimonides (1135_
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1204J was not a family name eitheq, merely Greek for "son of Maimon." Among
Jews in the Muslim countries as well as in Italy, family names began to appear in
the later Middle Ages, as shown by the names of such great rabbis as Joseph Caro

[1488 1575J, Itzhak Abravanel (1437-1508), and Ovadia Sforno [c.1470-
c.1550) AmongAshkenazic Jews, family names were still largely absent in the
eighteenth century. Take the examples of three famous religious and intellectual
ieaders of eighteenth century Ashkenazic Jewry: the Ba'al Shem Tov [d. 1760),

founder of the Hasidic movement; the Vilna Ga'on [d. 1797), a great talmudic
scholar and the chief opponent of the Hasidim; and Moses Mendelssohn
(1729 1786), the first important Jewish Enlightenment philosopher in Ger-
many. None of them had a family name. Even the seeming exception, Mendels-

sohn, was the son of Mendel Sofer [Mendel the scribe). Whenever he signed his

name in Hebrew, it was as Moshe Dessau [Moses of Dessau), never as Mendels-
sohn.

Most modern societieq howeve4, sooner or later, have had to require their in-
habitants to take permanent hereditary family names for bureaucratic purposes.

In some countries the taking of family names was relatively recent. In a few; such

as present-day Iceland, family names are still not used. Instead all Icelanders have

surnames ending in -son or -donir, which are preceded by their father's given

name. Among Europeans, the Ashkenazic Jews were one of the last groups to
take fixed family names, in most cases between l78l and 1835.

In their selection of given or first names, Jews could choose names of either
Hebrew or vernacular origin. Even when they chose names of Hebrew origin,
these often difFered from region to region. Such Hebrew male given names as

Hai, Rahamim, Saadia, Ovadia, and Nissim and female names like Mazaltov and

Simha fthe latter a male name amongAshkenazim) are typical of Jews of Muslim
countries but are virtually unknown amongAshkenazic Jews. The names Shraga,

Yerachmiel, Shifra, and Basya seem more typically Ashkenazic and are rare in
Muslim countries. Even when Jews took vernacular names like those of non-

Jews, they traditionally avoided names tfrat had non-Jewish religious connota-

tions (e.g., Christopher, Mary and John in Christian countries or Ali, Aysha, and

Muhammed in Muslirn ones).
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guage(s) spoken in the area. Returning to the example ofAbraham son ofJacob
mentioned above, in Hebrew this would be Abraham ben ya'akov. But most
Jewish surnames were vernacular rather than Hebrew Among Ashkenazic
Jews who spoke Yiddish, the surname wouid become Jacobs or Jacobson. In
Eastern Europe, where most Ashkenazic Jews lived, governments often used
Slavic translations of the yiddish surnames, so Jacobson wourd be written in
Polish records as Jakubowicz and pronounced "yakubo'vitch.,,The -owicz end-
ing would have varied spellings in other Eastern European languages, including
-ouii (Czech), -ouics [HungarianJ, and _ozicz (Romanian], but would still be
pronounced "ovitch." German scribes might transcribe the name in the form -
oruitz. Russian officials used the cyrillic alphabet; when Jews came from Russia
to the United States, they sometimes spelled their last names phonetically in
English with -ouitch. Some Jews in the Caucasus, Bukhara, and the Crimea
were given surnames with the Russian endings -o,itch and -oz when the Rus-
sians conquered their homelands in the nineteenth century.

The name Jacobson could take many other forms as well In Iran ,,son,,was

expressed in names with the endings -za.deh or -ian.rn Georgia itwas -eshuili;
in Arabig as in Hebrew, it was ben (ot ibn) and preceded rather than folowed
the name. Itaiian Jews often used the ending -i, as in Abrami or Israeli. Some
Moroccan Jews have names based on the Berber patronymic prefix O_ffor in_
stance, Ohana, son of HannaJ, almost like tl-re Irish preffx in O,Donnell and
O'Malley.

complicating the situation still further was the fact that many Jewish ver-
naculars (especially Yiddishl loved to give vemacular translations or nicknames
for Hebrew names from the Bibre and Tarmud. Among Ashkenazic Jews the
nicknames for Jacob were yanker and Koppel, fiom which arose such family
names as Yanl<elovich and Koppelson. Sometimes biblicar n"-", *".. 

".ro.i-

the wolf fwolf in Yiddish, Volk in Sravic ranguages, Farkas in Hungarian) from

/)

patterns of Family Name Formation

6
The development of surnames, which tumed into fbmily names, tends to forlowsimilar patterns in many countries The four types of derivation that are most in_ternational in distribution are based o" if ; th. parent,s name fpatronymics andmatronymicsJ' [2J occupation, [3J nicknames [personal characteristicsJ , and (4)place names' In the English language, for nsta.ig we can find the following ex-amples from each category: [lJ Williams, Johrrrorr, (2) Carpenteq, Farmer, Smith,[3) Shortea Blaclg.vVhite, and (4) Lincoln, Scott, Fjanders

These four basic categories are also to be found among Jews, though the dis-tributions and specific exampres differ wideiy. In the earry stages, sumames werenot yet hereditary' So if Jacob had a son named Abraham, that son wouid becalled Abraham Jacobson, but if Abraham had a son named Moseg he would becalled Moses Abramson. Later on tJre family name became hereditary with thestrange result that women can have family names like Jacobson or Ben chaim(son of Chaiml.
The patronymic, or father's name, is a very common form of Jewish famiryname ln many parts of the worrd, but its specific form depends on the locar ran_
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which come the names Wolfson, Volkovich, Wou( and so on. Naphtali was associ-

ated with the gazelle [Zvi in Hebrew, Hirsh or Hersh in Yiddish), creating such

patronymics as Hershenson and Herszkowicz ["son of little Hersh"). The Ashke-

nazic family name Moscowitz has nothing to do with the city of Moscow; rathel, it
comes from the Pollsh Moszek/Moszko flittle Moses) Other animals frequently

referred to in Ashkenazic personal names, and later in family names, are the bear

[Ber, used in such family names as Berenson, Berkowitz and, in Russian, Medved

and Medvedev), the falcon [Falk, Sokol, Sokolovsky), and the eagle (AdlerJ

Sometirnes nonbiblicai Hebrew names would be translated into the vernacu-

lar and then develop further. Yechiel and chayim fboth based on the root mean-

ing ,,life,'j were called Vives and Vital in medieval Francg which developed into

the Yiddish names Feivush and Feitel. A Moroccan Jew named Ben-Hayim once

told me that he had said to his Ashkenazic neighbor, Mr. Feitelson, "We have the

same last name"-both names mean "son of life-" Another example of two names

based in part on patronymics that mean the same thing, though they don't sound

at a1l alike, are the Ashkenazic Rabinowitz and the Iranian Akhamzadeh, both of

which mean "son of a rabbi."

Among Ashkenazic Jews, matronymics derived from a mother's name are

more comnon than they are in most societies, which seems surprising given the

usual view ofJewish culture as patriarchal. A number of possible explanations for

the development of matron;'rnics exist. In some cases, the father had already

&ed; in others, as was common in Eastern Europe, the mother ran the business. In

still others, the mother was simply a more memorable person than the father. Ex-

amples of matronymics among Ashkenazic Jews are sarason [son of Sarah),

Rifkin ffrom tuvka [Rebecca]), Chanin (from Chanal, Beilis ffrom BeilaJ, and

Goldenson (son of Golda). Some names could be derived from mothers' names

or from a different source. For example. Rosenson could derive from roses or

from a mother's whose name was Rose. Perlmutter could come either from

someone who worked with mother of pearl or from someone whose mother was

named Pearl.

Names based on occupations are quite common among Jews, though gener-

aily less so than those based on parents' names. A few of tlese names are derived
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from Hebrew, like Chait [tailor], Melamed [teacher), Hazan [cantor), and Kat-

zoff [butcherJ, but most are derived from the vernacular. For that reason, Jewish

names in various parts of the world do not sound related even when they have

the same meaning. Among Ashkenazic Jews, the most common trade immortal-

ized in family names is that of the taiior. Besides Chait, mentioned above, there is

Schneider (from German or Yiddish, sometimes Americanized to Snyder),

Kravrtz [from Polish Krawiec), Kravchrk (from Llkrainian], and Portnoy ffrom

Russianl. There are also many roundabout ways of including the tailoring profes-

sion in a family name. Examples of this are Nadelman or Nudelman (needle-

man), Sherman [from Yiddish Sher, "scissors"], and Fingerhut fthimbleJ' Other

trades found in Ashkenazic Jewish names are butcher (Fleisher, Metzge4, Katzoff,

Reznick), glazier [Glass, Glazer, Sklar), tinsmith (Blecher), blacksmith [Schmid!

Kovalsky], furrier [Futterman, Kirshneq, PeltzJ, and scribe (Sofer, SchreiberJ'

similar patterns but very different sounds are found among Jews in other

parts of the world. In Arab-speaking countties, tliere are Abitbol or Boutboul or

Teboul (drummerJ, Abulafia [doctorJ, A]alouf [selier of fodder), Almozeg

(glazierl,Asayag fgoldsmith), siton (wholesale grain dealerJ, andTabib (doctorJ.

In Iran the name Hakirni (doctor) seems to be typically Jewish.

The third category nicknames based on personal characteristics, seems some-

what less common among Jews than are the first two categories' Some examples

of Ashkenazic names of this type are Schwarz ftlack), Klein (small], Roth [red),

Graubart (graybeard), Gedul&g (patienti, Dicker (faQ, and Schoen (good-1ook-

ing). It has been humorously suggested that all Hungarian Jews were named

Weiss [white), Schwarz [black], Gross ftig), and Klein [smallJ because the gov-

ernment offrcials picked names at random. Some Arabic examples are Assouline

(noble), Elkyess [smartJ, and Tawil flong or tall). Some Italian Jewish ones are

pacifici (peaceful, a tfanslation of Shalom) and Rossi [redhead]. sephar&c family

names from nicknames include Azj;ray [bluei, Caro [beloved], Castel fcastle),

Cordozo [h.".ty), Esformes fteautiful), Galante fgalant), and Pardo ftrownJ'

The ftnal category found in many different cultures, derives from place

names. This type of name is more co(unon among Jews than among most other

cultures for a simple reason: Jews were more likely to move from place to placg

/t
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either because of persecution or because of business opportunities, than were

farmers, who were the majority in most societies.

Some Jewish names are easy to trace because they come from well-known

cities in the same region where the family lived. Among Ashkenazic Jews , some

obvious examples are Ber1ine4, Minslg' (from MinskJ, Prager ffrom PragueJ and

Mlner ffromVilna). Frankfurte4, Hamburgel, andWiener [fromVienna) aiso de-

rive from city names, not names of deli foods. Often the same city can give rise to

different family names So Warsaw gives the names Warschauer (the German

form) andWarszawski fthe Polish formJ. For Pinsk, there is Pinsky and Pinsker;

for Vilna, Vilner and Wilensky. In other parts of the world, the cities after which

Jews are named are naturally different. In Iraq we might find Bagdadi and Basri

(from Basra); in Iran, Tehrani, Isfahani, and Shirazi; in Arab countries names like

Alfasi ffrom Fez), Masri (from Egypt), and Adni ffrom Aden). Sometimes Jews

imported their names from the "Old Country" So Jews in Morocco or Syria or

Turkey could be named after cities in Spain: Toledano [from ToledoJ, Cordovero

(from CordovaJ, and Alkalay [from Alcala). Some names are surprising, like the

Ashkenazic names London (common in Eastern Europe) and Schotdander [it-
erally Scot, but actually deriving fromAltschottland, a suburb ofDanzig).

Place names are comrnonly used as Italian Jewish farnily names. Many names de-

rive from small ltalian cities, such as Bassani ffrom BassanoJ, Castelnuovg Finzi (from

FaenzaJ, Modigliani [from ModiglianoJ, Sinigaglia, andViterbi ffiomViterbo). Ot]r-

ers were irnported by Jews imrnigrating {iom other countries. From sout}rem France

came Lattes and Foa [Foi" itr FrenchJ. Many Ashkenazic Jews setded in Italy in the

sixteerrtl century and later and often Italianized their place names of origin. Sq many

Italian Jews were named Morpurgo [liom Marburg), Ottolenghi (from Ettlingen),

Ltzzatti or Lttzzalao [{iom the region of Lausitz or Lusatia), Tieves ffrier in Ger-

manJ,Tedesco (German), or Polacco [Polish).
Among Ashkenazic Jews, some of the most widespread names come from

very obscure places. Among the first Ashkenazic Jews to take family names were

rabbis proud of their family origins. Many of their names derive from relatively

small localities. The ancient Jewish community of Speyer on the Rline is the ori-

gin of Shapiro and Spiro. Others took their names from the small towns named
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Ginzburg [the origin of Ginzburg) in Bavaria, Eppstein in Hesse, Heilbronn

[from which comes Halpern), Hoiovice [origin of Horowitz) near Prague, Lan-

dau which is south of Speyel, and even Katzenellenbogen, on the Rhine north-

west of Frankfurt. The city of Tiier, from which Italian Jews acquired the name

Tieves, also gave Alsatian and southwest German Jews the name Drey4us Some

Eastern European Jews ended up with Italian-derived names like Padwa and Rap-

paport (from Porto).

Some names came from countries or regions Ashkenazic Jews often had

names like Deutsch [German], Ungar [Hungarian), Liwak [Lithuanian), Pollack

[Pole], Russ [RussianJ, and even Spanier fSpaniard), Franzos [French), and Ital-

iener [Italian). Regions represented include Franconia [Frankef, Hesse (Hess),

Silesia fSchlesinger), and Swabia (Schwab). Some of these names are found

mainly outside the country from which they derive- Most Deutsches lived in
Hungary not Germany. There were Sarfatis [French) in Italy and North Africa

and Eskenazis [Germans) in Greece.

The four patterns mentioned up to now are shared by Jews and non-Jews.

There are, howeve4, several forms that seem specifically Jewish. The first group is

made up of tribal and priestly names like Cohen and Levy and their derivatives.

In Italy the name Sacerdote (priest] was a typically Jewish name, the equivalent

of Cohen in other countries. Among Ashkenazim these names often have alter-

native forms For Cohen [spelled many different ways, including Kohn, Kohen,

and Cohn), there was the Aramaic equivalent Kahan or Kahana, with various

spellings. Another form based on Cohen or Kahan is Kahn (which also means

"rowboat" in GermanJ. Sometimes the idea of priestlood was "translated" into

the vernacular in forms like Kaplan ftterally, "chaplain"l. In the Russian language,

which has no lr, the h was written down as a g, creating such forms of Cohen as

Cogen, Kagan, and Kagana. For Levy there are such fancied up forms as Levitt,

Levine, Levitus, and Lowy.

A widespread equivalent of Cohen-Katz-introduces a new category of
names that seem to be found almost only among Jews: names derived from ab-

breviations. This form is especially easy for Jews to create because the Hebrew

language writes only the consonants and uses diacritical marks for the vowels.
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Therefore a string of consonants can be pronounced by the addition of vowels

that do not have to be written. Katz, which means "cat" in Vddish but has noth-
ing to do with felines, is an abbreviation of Kohen Tzedek [righteous priest). KTz
was pronounced as if it contained the vowel "a." The name Katz could also be ex-

panded to form Katzman, Katzenstein, Katzenberg, and so on.

There are many other names that derive from abbreviations, especially

among Ashkenazic Jews- These include Babad fson of the chief rabbi-Ben Av
Bet Dinl, Barash (Ben Reb Shmuel or Ben Reb Shlomo, son of Samuel or son of
Solomon), Bril [Ben Reb Yehuda Leib, son of Judah LeibJ, and my favorite, Shalit
(Sheyichye Leorech Yamim Tovim, "may he live many long days"J.

Invented Names

6
You may have noticed that the discussion of Jewish names has so far left out
some of the most common American Jewish names. These belong to one of the
more important categories of family names among Ashkenazic Jews, a group

which is of relatively recent vintage. These names, which Jews took on order of
the govemment, signal an extremely important change in the status of Jews in
the Westem world. Until the eighteenth century Jews in most of the world were

dealt with by govemments more as a collectivity than as individuals. They lived
under special laws that differed from those ofother citizens and were governed

by the Jewish community, which assessed taxeq judged internal disputes, and

regulated daily life. Governments often assessed global taxes on the entire Jewish

community of a town and left it to the Jewish leadership to decide how much
each family should pay. Bureaucratic functions for which governments today

keep track of individuals and their vital statistics-taxation, education, the mili-
tary draft, welfare-were eitler handled by the Jewish community or did not
apply to Jews. Therefore the government was not disturbed by the fact that most
European Jews did not have family names.

This situation began to change in the eighteenth century. First in Germany
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and France and then in other European countries, governments began to imple-

ment a policy of integrating the Jews instead of segregating tlem, as they had

done previously. Jews were brought under the general law of the state, Jewish

communal bodies lost their govemmental powers, and Jews were promised that

if they proved worthy, they would be granted the full rights of citizenship. In al-

most every region, one of the first conditions for granting the Jews new righG was

that they take permanent family names in order for the government to monitor

them, as they were already monitoring their non-Jewish subjects.

In most countries, Jews were given three to six months to choose a perma-

nent family name. In a few places, such as Galicia, they were told that the gov-

ernment would choose narnes for them. Some governments put restrictions on

what names Jews could choose, excluding names of noblemen in some places and

in others forbidding Hebrew names or typically Gentile names. Within these re-

strictions the Jews had a choice. One can imagine the dilemma that many Euro-

pean Jews faced when they learned of the requirement to choose a family name

quickly, a name that would now accompany all their descendanG. Many Jews

simply took the patronymig nickname, or place name they had been using previ-

ously and registered them as their family names. Otherg howeveq, either because

they did not have or did not like their nicknamg made up new names. These

newly invented names, known in German as Modenamm or "fashionable names,"

were generally combinations of words that seemed beautiful sounding at the

time. It's easy to imagine them putting together names from various words by

picking "one from column A and one from column B."

ColumnA

Rosen- froses)
Blumen- [flowers]
Gold-

Column B

-berg [hilf
-thal [valley)
- man

Loewen- flionsJ -baum ftree)
Fein- (fine) -wasser fwater)
Silber- [silver] -blatt fleafJ
Schoen- fteautiful) -stein [stone]
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From Rosen- they could create such names as Rosenberg (rose hilf, Rosen-

thal (rose va1leyl, Rosenman frose man), Rosenbaum (rose tree), Rosenwasser

frose water), Rosenblatt [rose leaf), and Rosenstein (rose stone). Almost every

imaginable tree [and some that are purely fantastic] became the source of a Jew-

ish family name: Appelbaum [apple treeJ, Birnbaum or Barenboim (pear tree],

Kirschenbaum [cherry tree], Kestenbaum [chestnut tree), Eichenbaum (oak

tree), Flumenbaum [plum treeJ, Tannenbaum [fir tree), Lindenbaum flinden
tree], Feigenbaum (fig tree), Teitelbaum fdate treeJ, and even Goldbaum [gold
treeJ and just plain Baum. There was often no requirement that members of the

same family choose the same last name. So two brothers might chose completely

different names [like Schoen and Lang, for instance], while many people who

were unrelated could independently choose to be named Goldberg.

Since the Russian alphabet lacked an h , an entire series of doublets was cre-

ated, which are really the same name: Hendler/Gendleq, Horowitz/Gurevitch,

Galpern/Halpem, Heller/Gelle4 and Hirshenson/Gershenson. In some Yiddish

dialects the h was dropped, as in Cockney English, so Halpert became Alpert
and Hungerleider became Ungerleider. Sometimes an h was added where it did-

n't originally exist, resulting in Helfand/Gelfand/Elfant, which all mean "ele-

phant."

Because the permanent family names were imposed as part of centralization

and modernization by European states, they never became completely "natural-

ized" in traditional Ashkenazic society. This &ffers from the situation in

Sephardic Jewry in which family names have been around for hundreds of years

and still have offtcial Jewish status. Many non-Ashkenazic Jewish groupq but no

Ashkenazic ones, use the family name for calls to the Torah: "Ya'amod hashem

hatov kevod rebi Moshe Toledano" ("the honorable Mr. Moshe Toledano is called

to rise to come to the Torah"J, whereas Ashkenazim still use the ancient "Moshe

ben Shmuel" f"Moses the son of Samuel"j. In an East European synagogue

"Ya'amod Moshe Shapiro" f"Moshe Shapiro is called to rise to come to the

Torah") would have seemed odd indeed. Not only were family names not admit-

ted into the religious service, many people sirnply didn't use tlem in daily life. To

greet Moshe Shapiro on the street, you would say in Yiddish, "Sholem Aleichem"

or "Gut Morgn Reb Moshe" ["Hello, Mr. Moshe"J, using the first name only. In
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fact, many shtetl dwellers were unaware of their neighbors' last names since

these names were used only to deal with the government. Moshe Shapiro might

very well be known to his neighbors by such nicknames as Moyshe Shloyme dem

Be[ers fMoses the son of Solomon the baker) or der hoybher Moyshe (tall Moses)

rather than as Shapiro.

fhe Jewishness of Names

6
The hereditary family names that did become standard throughout the Jewish

world were sometimes distinctively Jewish and sometimes not. Germany is full

of non-Jewish people named Gross, Schwarz, Klein, Maye4, and Zimmermann'

Similarly, Poland has Kowalskys, Russia has Medvedevs and Sokolovs, and the

ukaine even had a president named Kravchuk. other names seem Jewish be-

cause they afe common among Jews but are shared by some non-Jews, such as Ja-

cobson, Lowenstein, and Hamburger in Germany. Even a "typically Jewish" name

such as Rosenberg was shared by the notorious Nazi Alfred Rosenberg, who &d-

n't have the slightest hint of a Jewish background. Both a Jew and a non-Jew

could, of coursg be named after the same place, occupation, or personal quality'

Some names, which are typically Jewish in one area, are not considered Jewish at

all in others. No one in Norway or sweden assumes that Mr. Jacobson is a Jew.

Krause is a typically non-Jewish name in Germany, but in eastern Europe it is a

typically Jewish one.

Often the local population knows what is a typical Jewish name even if to an

Ashkenazic Jew it does not sound Jewish. This is the case of many Italian names

derived from place names. A former student of mine namedViterbi told me that

when a fught attendant on Alitalia heard his name, she immediately replied, "Oh

you're Jewish!,,To a NorthAfrican, Ben-Soussan or Kalifa sound like typical Jew-

ish names, but Goidman and Rosenfeld sound German. Sometimes we infer a

Jewish connection from a patronymic, so we would guess that Eliashvili was a

Georgian Jewish name but that Dzhugashvili [Stalin's real family name) was not

Jewish. But this method of determining the Jewishness of a name is never certain-
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Even though, in the United States, one way to estirnate the Jewish population is

to see how many names appear on the "List of Distinctive Jewish Names,,, this is
far from a foolproof method.

Further complicating the idea of Jewish family names is the fact that many
Jewish families have changed their original names. In some cases this was done
purposely to conceal or at least play down one's Jewishness, as when Kohen be-
came Kovacs in Hungary Brownstein became Brown, Goldberg became Graham,
and Schewelewitz became smith in the United States. The list of Jews in the the-
ater who took less distinctive stage names is almost endless: in Germany, Max
Goidmann became Max Reinhardt; in the United States, Judy Tuwim became
Judy Holliday, Isser Danilevich became Kirk Douglas, and Bernie Schwarz be-
came Tony curtis. only in contemporary America has the trend been reversed,
with a non-Jewish actor helping her career by changing her name from Caryn
Johnson to Whoopi Goldberg.

Name changes were not necessarily the result of a desire to assimilate. often
they were simply a by-product of emigrating to a new country. There are many
stories and jokes about the names given to Jewish immigrants at Ellis Island, in-
cluding the old loke about the immigrant who picked a new name and forgot it.
When he got to the offrcial who asked his name, he said in yiddish ,,Shoyn

fargessen" ["] already forgot"J, whereupon he emerged as Sean Ferguson. Very
often irnmigration clerks did not have the patience to write down the long and
seemingly unspellable names of the immigrants. They simply wrote down
shereshefsky as Sherman, Matyevitz as Matthewq and Galeshevsky as Goidberg.
Often they seem to have decided that "I can't spell it but they,re Jewish; so I,l1
call them Cohen or Greenberg or Halpern." Many an American Jewish family no
longer knows its original family name.

A sirnilar thing happened in Israel, although there changes were often made
for more ideological reasons. zionistideology believed in the rejection of the Di-
aspora and the substitution of Hebrew for the old Jewish vemaculars. Thereforg
new immigrants were encouraged to Hebraicize their original names. Many of
the leaders of the new Jewish state had new Hebrew names different {iom their
birth names: David Ben Gurion foriginally Green), Levi Eshkol (originally shkol-

Names W

nik), Golda Meir (originally Meyerson], znd Zalman Shazar [originally Ruba-

schoff). At one point in Israel's history members of the diplomatic corps were re-

quired to Hebraicize their name. Many Israelis translated their original names or

picked names that sounded vaguely similar. Lowenstein would be translated as

Evenari flion stoneJ or Avenary or changed in sound to Lavi. Steinberg would be-

come Har Even (stone hillJ; Goldberg, Har-Paz [gold hill); Gartneq, Ginat [gar-
den); Benaya, Ben-Naim, and Schoenberg, Shen-Har (the first part sounding like

Schoen and the second part translating -berginto Hebrew].
Despite the relative recentness of Jewish family names and the fact that

many names have been changed in recent times, names continue to be seen as a

sign of Jewishness by many people. For some, changing one's name to hide one's

Jewishness seems a more seriorx denial of Jewish attachments than such viola-

tions oftra&tional religious law as eating pork or doing business on Saturday. In a

sma1l number of cases, children have gone back to the original family name given

up by their parents or grandparents. The authors of The Peopl.e's Almarnch, by

IwingWallace and DavidWallechinsky, are actually father and son fWallace is t]re

father and Wallechinsky is the son). Part of this phenomenon is related to the re-

vival of ethnicity and the search for roots that is a part of contemporary Ameri-

can (and Israeli) culture. In an ironic way, this return to original nameg revival of
ethnic identity, and search for attachment to the past are the flip side of the

process of assimilation and the loss of rooG. It is only now, when the organic ties

to the past have been weakened by modernity, that the search for rooG has be-

come a widespread pursuit.

Names continue to be a shorthand way to identif' people with an ethnic
group, even in our multiethnic, highly mixed contemporary society. They are still

used by scholars doing studies of ethnic populations and by members of the

group searching for others who share tleir background. Although family names

are certainly no foolproof way of determining who is a Jew and who is not, tley
are still a convenient marker used by both Jews and non-Jews to tell (or at least

guessl if a person is Jewish. They continue to remain the marker of a Jew [in
many casesJ, even when the original source and meaning of the name have long

been forgotten, even by the bearers of t-he names fhemselves.


